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Abstract

The present study deals with the seem-type verbs schijnen and scheinen in Dutch and 
German. On the basis of an in-depth analysis of spoken and written corpus material, the 
construction types these verbs typically appear in as well as their function and meaning 
are analysed. As seem-type verbs often develop into evidential markers (this is the 
case in e.g. English, French and Spanish), I will particularly concentrate on evidential 
uses (and the syntactic patterns that are associated with those uses). The study will lay 
bare important differences between German, Belgian Dutch and Netherlandic Dutch 
regarding both verbs. Moreover, the distinction between spoken and written language 
will be shown to play a crucial role with respect to the construction types found. Finally, 
the fact that the verbs exhibit different constructional preferences will be linked to 
different semantic properties as well.

Keywords: evidentiality, inferential, reportive, seem-type verbs, construction types, 
Dutch, German

1 Introduction: German scheinen vs. Dutch schijnen

Both German and Dutch have a verb whose original semantics has to do with ‘shining’, 
i.e. giving light, which has developed into an evidential1 marker with meanings more 
or less comparable to those of English seem (e.g. Aijmer 2009), i.e. the speaker using 

1  Of course, evidential markers coding the source of information or knowledge have a 
strong bearing on the marking of epistemic authority, stance and validity (Mushin 2013). In this 
paper, however, I will concentrate on the evidential semantics of the seem-verbs. This focus does 
not imply a dismissal of their epistemic contribution nor of their crucial functions in actual dis-
course.
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evidential schijnen/scheinen indicates there is indirect evidence for the proposition that 
is asserted.

(1)  Het  schijnt  dat  ze  ziek  is.
 it seem.prs.3sg that she ill is
 ‘It seems that she is ill’

(2)  Sie  scheint  krank  zu  sein.
 she seem.prs.3sg ill to be.inf

  ‘She seems to be ill’

Just like English seem, both verbs pattern in a wide variety of construction types: they are 
not only found in combination with an infinitive preceded by te/zu, but can also function 
as copular verbs, in adverbial and parenthetical constructions or as matrix verbs in 
impersonal constructions followed by a complementizer (Dutch dat, German dass ‘that’ 
or German als (ob) ‘as if’). Although these superficial observations make it tempting to 
equate German scheinen with Dutch schijnen, a number of previous studies (especially 
Vliegen 2011a-b; Van Bogaert & Colleman 2013; Van Bogaert & Leuschner 2015) have 
revealed remarkable differences that preclude such an equation. The main differences 
between the two verbs pertain to their preferences for particular constructional patterns, 
the specifics of their evidential meaning and their overall frequency, details of which will 
be presented in section 2.

Apart from the general differences between Dutch schijnen and German scheinen, 
Van Bogaert & Colleman (2013) have shown that Dutch schijnen is used differently in 
Netherlandic Dutch than in Belgian Dutch. Van Bogaert & Colleman’s study focuses on 
the hearsay particle (’t) schijnt, which is said to be a typical feature of spoken Belgian 
Dutch. Other differences between Belgian and Netherlandic Dutch are only hinted at 
in their paper but are not given a systematic treatment. Another goal of this paper is 
therefore to bring out the differences between Belgian and Netherlandic Dutch schijnen.

Finally, the findings of Van Bogaert & Colleman (2013) also point to the relevance of 
register and mode (i.e. the distinction between speech and writing) as a possible parameter 
influencing the use of Dutch schijnen, as the particle (’t) schijnt is said to mainly occur in 
informal spoken (but hardly in written) language. By the same token, Cornillie’s (2007) 
study of the Spanish seem-type verb parecer shows that it behaves very differently in 
spoken than in written language. It can indeed be hypothesized that an evidential seem-
type verb develops other, more interactional uses in spoken language (e.g. serving the 
expression of the speaker’s point of view and stance) than in written language (in which 
such interactional uses are less natural). I will therefore also compare spoken to written 
data (not only for Dutch, but also for German) in order to find out whether and how 
register and mode influence the use of German scheinen and Dutch schijnen.
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Thus, the main empirical aims of this paper are threefold. First, I want to bring out the 
main general differences between German scheinen and Dutch schijnen, whereby I will 
focus on differences in semantics and constructional variability. Second, I will zoom in 
on the differences between Belgian Dutch schijnen and Netherlandic Dutch schijnen. 
And third, I will try to establish to what extent register and mode (more specifically, the 
difference between spoken, more colloquial and written, more formal language) licenses 
the use of particular construction types.

The empirical basis of this study is provided by corpus data, taken from both written and 
spoken corpora, on the one hand, and the results of a number of earlier studies (mainly 
Vliegen 2011a-b; Van Bogaert & Colleman 2013; Van Bogaert & Leuschner 2015 for 
Dutch and Askedal 1998; Diewald 2000, 2001; Diewald & Smirnova 2010 for German) 
on the other. The remainder of the article is structured as follows. In section 2, I will 
discuss the results of previous studies and introduce the categories that are relevant for 
this study. In section 3, I will introduce the corpora that build the empirical basis for the 
study, the results of which will be presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 will provide 
a short summary and hint at explanations for the various findings.

2 State of the art

Previous studies (especially Vliegen 2011a, a corpus study based on a Netherlandic Dutch 
and a German newspaper corpus) have shown that German scheinen and Dutch schijnen 
differ with respect to their overall frequency, their semantics and their constructional 
preferences. These three aspects will be discussed in the following sections.

2.1 The frequency of German scheinen vs. Dutch schijnen

Vliegen (2011a, 239) notes that Dutch schijnen is considerably less frequent than its 
German counterpart. Vliegen’s statement is based on the absolute frequency of both 
verbs in a Netherlandic Dutch and German newspaper corpus: to find a more or less 
similar number of tokens (995 occurrences of schijnen, 724 occurrences of scheinen), 
Vliegen had to search a full year’s edition of the Dutch newspaper NRC and only a 
month of the German newspaper Frankfurter Rundschau. Automatic frequency counts 
in the German 16 billion word corpus deTenTen and the 2 billion word Dutch counterpart 
nlTenTen (via https://the.sketchengine.co.uk) confirm the frequency differences, though: 
whereas German scheinen has a frequency ratio of 199.55 per million words, Dutch 
schijnen occurs only 30.63 times per million words.2

2 It should be noted that these figures do not provide any information regarding regional 
variation nor with respect to register or mode. These will be dealt with in the main part of this 
study.
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2.2 The semantics of German scheinen vs. Dutch schijnen

Undoubtedly, both verbs can have evidential meaning, i.e. they can express that the 
speaker (writer) has particular evidence for the asserted proposition, in the sense of Boye 
(2010, 2012), who speaks of ‘epistemic justification’. Important in Boye’s account is the 
fact that evidentials (just like epistemic verbs) semantically scope over propositions, i.e. 
over meaning units with a truth value, which means they can be epistemically evaluated.

With regard to the evidence, a general distinction can be made between ‘direct’ and 
‘indirect’ types of evidence, referring to the (non)-immediate accessibility of the 
evidence (see e.g. Willett 1988). With direct evidence, the speaker typically has direct 
sensory access to evidence that is indicative of a particular proposition (e.g. the speaker 
sees that John is playing football and says: “I see that John is playing football”), whereas 
with indirect evidence, the asserted proposition is either based on inference or mediated 
information (hearsay) (e.g. the speaker sees that both the football and John are gone and 
infers: “John must be playing football”). There seems to be a consensus in the literature 
that seem-type verbs, when used evidentially, typically indicate that there is indirect 
evidence – either in the form of inference or hearsay. 

However, a number of issues blur this picture. First of all, it is not altogether clear in 
which construction types seem-type verbs possess evidential meaning. That the verbs 
are evidential when used in combination with a to-infinitive, seems to be beyond doubt 
(Cornillie 2007; Aijmer 2009; Diewald & Smirnova 2010 all discuss evidential uses 
of their (Spanish, English, German) seem-type verbs in this syntactic environment).3 
Whether the same holds for copular seem, for seem in matrix-verbs constructions (e.g. 
German es scheint, dass; Dutch het schijnt dat ‘it seems that’) or in adverbials (e.g. 
German wie es scheint, Dutch naar het schijnt ‘as it seems’) is much more controversial. 
Cornillie (2007, 16f.), for instance, does not pay any attention to the evidential potential 
of copular parecer (which accounts for more than 30% of all occurrences in his 
data sample), whereas Aijmer (2009, 82) clearly regards copular seem as potentially 
evidential, as it can express “inference on the basis of perceptual evidence”. Diewald 
& Smirnova (2010) concentrate on the scheinen zu + infinitive construction and hardly 
take into  account that scheinen can have evidential meaning in other construction types. 
As a copular verb, in the complement construction and when used parenthetically, 
scheinen is said to convey the meaning of “(visual) impression, to be seemingly, to 
appear (as)” (Diewald & Smirnova 2010, 180). In this paper, however, I side with Whitt 

3  However, Whitt (2015, 2017) convincingly shows that German scheinen can be used 
non-evidentially in combination with a to-infinitive as well. 
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(2015, 2017) and take the evidential potential of all constructional environments into 
account, especially those in which the seem-type verb clearly has propositional scope.4 

A second issue adding to the complexity of a semantic characterization of seem-type verbs 
is the fact that they can either express inference, hearsay or can be vague with respect 
to these values. Very often, only the wider discourse context can help decide which 
meaning is intended. For German scheinen, it seems to be generally accepted that the 
verb only expresses inference (e.g. Diewald & Smirnova 2010), whereas Dutch schijnen 
allows both inferential and hearsay interpretations, whereby the inferential meaning 
seems to be typical of “more formal and written styles” (Van Bogaert & Colleman 2013, 
495).5 According to Wiemer (2010, 115), the hearsay meaning has gradually developed 
out of the inferential reading, which is said to be a development with cross-linguistic 
validity. Classification difficulties especially arise in cases in which an inference is based 
on hearsay, on the one hand, and in cases in which direct perception is at stake, on the 
other. Consider example (3), taken from the spoken German FOLK-corpus (see section 
3 for more detailed information on this corpus). One could either argue that scheint 
expresses that the speaker infers that the father has a girlfriend (on the basis of what the 
son Gabriel has said) or that German scheint in this example is in fact reportive, as no 
real inferencing is involved – since the son has explicitly spoken about the girlfriend.

(3)  der  gabriel  erzählt  öfter <…>  von  seinem
 the Gabriel tells more.often of  his

 papa  und  der  freundin  also  er  scheint
 daddy and the girlfriend so he seem.prs.3sg

 ja  wohl  echt  jetzt  irgendwie <…>  da  ne  freundin 
 yes well really now somehow there a girlfriend

 zu  haben 
 to have.inf

‘Gabriel has been talking now and then about his daddy and the girl friend so  
he [Gabriel’s father] really seems to have a girlfriend now somehow’ (FOLK E 
00165 SE 01)

4  As a copula, scheinen can invite an inferential reading; in this case, propositional scope 
is semantically coerced (see Whitt 2015, 2017; Boye 2012).

5  Koring (2012, 876) restricts the evidential meaning of Dutch schijnen to its reportive 
function, as it indicates that “the speaker has only indirect evidence for the embedded proposition 
in the form of hearsay evidence”. On the basis of a corpus study of spoken Belgian Dutch material 
only, Van Bogaert & Colleman (2013, 294) conclude that “[s]chijnen is chiefly used as a hearsay 
evidential, indicating that the speaker is reporting what s/he has heard from others”.
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The following example illustrates the ‘direct perception’ use of German scheinen, which 
Diewald & Smirnova (2010) categorize as non-evidential.

(4)   jetzt  krümmt  er [= der Arm]  sich  und  scheint
 now bends he refl and seem.prs.3sg

 ein Gefäß umklammern  zu  wollen.
 a vessel clasp.inf to want.inf

Now it [the arm] is bending and seems to clasp a vessel (example and paraphrase 
taken from Diewald & Smirnova 2010, 190)

In my view, however, it is not so much the fact that visual perception is involved, but 
rather the fact that the dependent infinitival clause designates a state of affairs rather 
than a proposition that renders this use of scheinen non-evidential: the speaker describes 
a particular impression that is not construed as referring to something in reality. In this 
impression reading of scheinen, epistemic justification is not a relevant issue, hence 
this use is not evidential. Note that such impression uses easily lead to non-factive, 
only-appearance readings when the context makes clear that a given impression does 
not correspond to reality, as in the following example (5), here in combination with a 
to-infinitive. 6 

(5)  Eine Überdosis  Heroin! Dabei  schien  es  
 an overdose heroin and yet seem.pst.3sg it

 gerade bergauf  zu  gehen  im  Leben  des 
 currently uphill to go.inf in.the life of.the

 Bruder-s  von  Daniel  Küblböck. 
 brother-gen.sg of Daniel Küblböck
‘A heroin overdose. Although it seemed things were just looking up for Daniel  
Küblböck’s brother’ (HMP13/JAN.00376)

Dutch schijnen allows such only-appearance readings as well, albeit mainly in the copula 
construction.

(6)    Natuurlijk  kunnen  slaven  gelukkig  schijnen.  
   naturally can.prs.3pl slaves happy seem.inf

  ‘Of course slaves can seem happy’ (CONDIV-VL)

6  Note that such make-believe readings are also explicitly discussed by Diewald & 
Smirnova (2010, 184). They are regarded as a persistence effect of the original appearance mean-
ing of the verb.
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That visual evidence can give rise to an inferential interpretation which the speaker 
seems to accept as true, is shown by the following example: On the basis of what s/he 
observes (and this is presented as evidence in the following sentence), the speaker infers 
that Reus is not really upset by the breakup of his relationship.

(7)  Das  Liebes-Aus  scheint  Reus  aber  nicht  aus  der 
 the  love end seem.prs.3sg Reus however not out  of the.dat

 Bahn  zu  werfen.  Äußerlich  war  ihm  in  den 
 track to throw.inf on the outside was to.him in the.dat.pl

 letzten  Wochen  nichts  anzumerken.
  last weeks nothing  to notice.inf

‘The end of his relationship does not seem to upset Reus: on the outside one 
couldn’t see anything on him in the last couple of weeks’ (HMP13/JAN.01636)

And finally, the explicit presence of a dative experiencer thwarts the evidential potential 
of a seem-type verb. According to Diewald & Smirnova (2010, 184), uses of scheinen 
with a dative experiencer cannot be labelled ‘evidential’, since the verb denotes “the 
perspective (often the visual perspective) of an observer who is part of the described 
scene”. For the comparable Spanish me parece que ‘it seems to me’ construction, 
Cornillie (2007, 38) advocates a similar analysis, whereby the construction is said “not 
[to] rely on evidence but [to have] a subjectifier function” and as such “renders the 
conceptualizer’s opinion based on pure knowledge or on inference” (see also Nuyts 
2004). In example (8), therefore, scheinen cannot be labelled evidential as it combines 
with a dative experiencer mir.

(8)  Aber  genau  das  scheint  mir  das  Wesentliche
 but exactly that seem.prs.3sg to.me the essential

 an  der  Biographie  zu  sein,  was  Herr  Fuld  sagt. 
 at the biography to be.inf what Mr Fuld says
‘But exactly that seems to me to be the essential thing about the biography, that 
what Mr. Fuld is saying’ (DWDS-LQ 1992-LOEF)

Vliegen (2011b) points out that German scheinen easily combines with a dative 
experiencer in almost every construction type, even in combination with an infinitive, a 
possibility that is more or less ruled out for the Dutch construction. In Dutch, only the 
copular construction still allows the presence of an experiencer (see also section 4.1).
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Let’s take stock: seem-type verbs can be used both non-evidentially and evidentially. 
In the latter use, they semantically scope over a proposition and have inferential (both 
German scheinen and Dutch schijnen) or reportive (only Dutch schijnen) meanings or 
are vague. The obligatory propositional scope of evidentials is the reason why wide-
scope uses of the seem-type verb, i.e. as auxiliaries, in complement constructions or as 
parentheticals lend themselves naturally to an evidential interpretation. Cases in which 
the seem-type verb invites a non-factive, ‘only appearance’ reading or in which it is 
accompanied by an experiencer are categorized as non-evidential.

2.3 Constructional preferences of German scheinen vs. Dutch schijnen

It is well known that seem-type verbs appear in a wide array of constructional patterns. 
Askedal 1998, for instance, discusses no less than 15 different so-called Satzmuster 
‘clause patterns’ in which scheinen occurs. In section 2.3.1, I will first lay out these 
patterns, thereby limiting myself to seven main types (based on proposals in Askedal 
1998; Diewald 2000, 2001; Diewald & Smirnova 2010 for German and Vliegen 2011a-
b; Van Bogaert & Colleman 2013 for Dutch). In section 2.3.2, then, I will briefly sketch 
the main differences between schijnen and scheinen with respect to their constructional 
preferences.

2.3.1 A common constructional inventory for scheinen and schijnen

The seven constructional patterns associated with scheinen/schijnen are the following:

(i)  scheinen/schijnen as a main verb
(ii)  scheinen/schijnen as a copular verb
(iii)  + INF=to be
(iv)  + INF
(v)  scheinen/schijnen as a matrix verb in complement constructions
(vi)  in adverbial/parenthetical constructions
(vii)  particle use of (ʼt) schijnt/scheints

The types (i) and (ii) are the most simple constructional patterns. (i) is the original main 
verb use of scheinen/schijnen with the meaning ‘to give light, to shine’ (example 9); (ii) 
refers to the copular use of both verbs, whereby they combine with nominal, adjectival, 
prepositional or participial complements (examples 10 and 11).

(9)  Die  Sonne scheint.
   De  zon  schijnt.
  the sun shines
  ‘The sun is shining’
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(10)  Alles  scheint  machbar.
   everything seem.prs.3sg feasible
  ‘Everything seems feasible’

(11)  De  eenheid  schijnt  teruggekeerd.
  the unity seem.prs.3sg returned
 ‘Unity seems (to have) returned’

In types (iii) and (iv), the seem-type verb functions as an auxiliary followed by infinitival 
te zijn/zu sein ‘to be’ (see examples 12 and 13) or by any other to-infinitive (illustrated 
by examples 14 and 15).

(12)  Die  Kriegsgefangenen  schienen  in  auswegloser  Lage   
 the prisoners of war seem.pst.3pl in hopeless situation 

 zu sein:  Tod  in  Chelm oder  Töten in  
 to  be.inf death in  Chelm or killing in 

 Vernichtungslagern.  
 extermination camps
‘The prisoners of war appeared to be in a hopeless situation: death in Chelm 
or killing in extermination camps’ (ZEIT 2009/28/DOS-Demjanjuk_dwdsddc.
xml2009)

(13)  De  film  Soldaat van Oranje,  die  heel  goed  schijnt  te 
 the movie SvO rel very good  seem.prs.3sg to 

zijn
 be.inf

 ‘The movie Soldaat van Oranje, which seems to be very good’   (CGN-NL)

(14)  Cameron Douglas <…>  scheint  aus  seiner  Verurteilung  zu 
 CD seem.prs.3sg out of his conviction to

 zehn  Jahren  Knast  wegen  Drogenhandels  nichts 
 ten years jail because of drug trafficking nothing

 gelernt  zu  haben 
 learn.ptcp to have.inf

 ‘Cameron Douglas doesn’t seem to have learned anything out of his ten-year  
  sentence for drug trafficking’ (HMP13/JAN.01730)

(15)  Maar intussen raast de ‘globalisering’ door en 
 but meanwhile rushes the globalisation on and  
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 schijnt niets haar  te  kunnen  tegenhouden 
 seem.prs.3sg nothing her to be able.inf stop.inf

‘But in the mean time globalisation continues and nothing seems to be able to stop 
 it’ (CONDIV-NL)

Although Diewald & Smirnova (2010) regard types (iii) and (iv) as subtypes of the same 
construction, I will (at least initially) keep them apart, as the INF=to be construction in 
(iii) is argued to have developed out of the copular construction, to which it still bears 
a clear semantic affinity (Diewald & Smirnova 2010, 179); for this reason, Diewald & 
Smirnova label the construction type in (iii) the compound copula construction. It is a 
kind of bridging construction between the less grammaticalized copular use in (ii) and 
the full infinitival construction in (iv): “it served as a kind of catalyst triggering the 
development of a more general constructional pattern scheinen & zu-infinitive with all 
types of infinitives” (Diewald & Smirnova 2010, 260). 

The construction types (v) to (vii) are on the whole less frequent than the infinitival 
construction (see for instance Askedal 1998, 54), which is probably also the reason why 
they are not treated in much detail in Diewald & Smirnova (2010). In type (v), the seem-
type verb functions as the matrix verb in a complement construction introduced by the 
‘factive’ complementizer dass/dat ‘that’, the comparative complementizer als (ob) ‘as 
if’ (only possible in German) or a zero complementizer (again only possible in German).  
Whereas Diewald & Smirnova (2010) do not consider the evidential potential of this 
construction type, Whitt (2015, 2017) argues that complement clause constructions are 
equally capable of expressing evidential meaning as zu-infinitive constructions (see also 
De Haan 2007, 141 for a similar claim). In fact, with a ‘factive’ that-complement, the 
seem-type verb can easily be interpreted as scoping over a proposition, so that it can 
develop into an evidential marker expressing that the proposition in its scope is either 
inferred or reported. And indeed, the Dutch complement construction het schijnt dat 
naturally invites an evidential (hearsay) interpretation (see section 4.3). An evidential 
(inferential) analysis could also be proposed for the following German example involving 
es scheint, dass. Note, however, that this is not the default interpretation of the German 
complement construction, as will become clear in section 4.3.

(16)  Nur  scheint  es,  dass  viele  Sozis  das  noch 
 only seem.prs.3sg it that.comp many socialists that yet

 nicht registriert  haben. Denn  sie  treten  noch 
 not recognize.ptcp have.inf since they act.prs.3pl still 
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 immer  als Riesen  auf.
 always as giants on
‘It seems however that a lot of socialists have not yet realized this [i.e. their loss 
of support]. Because they still act like giants’ (HMP09/SEP.00003)

When followed by a comparative complementizer (als ob), on the other hand, German 
scheinen typically does not scope over a proposition, but expresses that a particular state 
of affairs looks like, i.e. is similar to something else. Often, this impression contrasts 
with reality and as such blocks an evidential reading. It must be noted that present day 
Dutch schijnen does not allow the comparative complementizer alsof (and the associated 
impression reading) anymore.

(17)  Es  schien  fast  so,  als  könne  Porsche 
 it seem.pst.3sg almost such as.if can.subj.prs.3sg Porsche

 das  Geld  selbst  drucken,  mit dem  es  VW  kaufte. 
 the money itself print.inf with rel it VW  buy.pst.3sg

‘It almost seemed as if Porsche were able to print the money itself with which it 
bought VW.’ (ZEIT 2009/22/Porsche_dwdsddc.xml)

Construction type (vi) subsumes both adverbial and parenthetical uses of Dutch schijnen 
and German scheinen. Adverbial constructions (Dutch naar het schijnt, German wie 
es scheint) can in principle be distinguished from parenthetical ones in that the former 
trigger inversion in sentence-initial position (which is indicative of the fact that they are 
syntactically integrated in the clause and function as genuine first constituents), whereas 
parenthetical constructions are not. In (18) and (19), the finite verbs is and könnte occur 
in second position, thus indicating that adverbial naar ’t schijnt and wie es scheint have 
first constituent status.

(18)  naar  ’t  schijnt  is  datzo  een  re  een 
 as it seem.prs.3sg is that a re a 

 reflectie   allee  een  een  reactie  van  de  mensen. 
 reflection   I mean a a reaction of  the  people

  ‘as it seems is that a re a reflection I mean a a reaction of the people’
 (CGN-VL)

(19)  Wie  es  scheint,  könnte  <…> heute  ein  neuer
 as it seem.prs.3sg can.subj.pst.3sg  today a new
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 Mann  für  den  vakanten  Managerposten  präsentiert  werden. 
 man for the  vacant manager position present.ptcp pass

‘As it seems a new man for the vacant manager position could be presented today.’ 
(NUN13/JAN.00334)

In non-initial position, however, it is sometimes difficult to keep them apart, as typical 
‘adverbial’ constructions (e.g. German wie es/mir scheint) can behave like typical 
parenthenticals (e.g. German (so) scheint es/mir), for instance by being prosodically 
separated. The following examples illustrate this: ‘adverbial’ wie mir scheint is separated 
by commas (to indicate a pause) and takes up a position that could also be filled by 
‘parenthetical’ so scheint es mir.

(20)  Dieses  Tagebuch  ist  ein  vollkommen  ungewöhnliches 
 this diary is a completely exceptional 

 Werk und,  wie  mir  scheint,  ein  eminent 
 work  and as to.me seem.prs.3sg  an eminently

 wichtiges Werk.
 important work 
‘This diary is a completely exceptional work and, as it seems to me, an eminently 
important work’ (LQ-1995-RR)

(21)  Das  ist  eine  Überleitung  zum  nächsten  Buch, 
   that is a bridge to.the next book 

 scheint  mir. 
 seem.prs.3sg to.me
  ‘It seems to me this is a bridge towards the next book’ (LQ-1992-LOEF)

What unites adverbials and parentheticals furthermore is that they typically evoke a 
wide-scope reading, i.e. they pertain to the entire proposition. So, in (22) and (23) 
adverbial naar het schijnt ‘as it seems’ and parenthetical schijnt het ‘it seems’ have the 
entire proposition (that she has told everything or that in America costs are enormous) 
in their scope.

(22)  die  heeft  echt  alles  verteld  naar  ’t    
 she has.perf really everything tell.ptcp as  it 

 schijnt en  uh  daardoor  is  ’t  onderzoek  
 seem.prs.3sg and uh thereby is.perf the investigation
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 enorm vooruitgeraakt.
 enormously  progress.ptcp

‘She has told everything as it seems [i.e. as I’ve heard] and because of that the  
investigation has progressed enormously’  (CGN-VL)

(23)  de  bedragen  in  Amerika  zijn  fenomenaal  schijnt   
  the amounts in America are phenomenal seem.prs.3sg 

 het ziekenhuizen  en  zo. 
 it hospitals and  such
    ‘the costs in America are huge it seems hospitals and stuff’ (CGN-VL)

Finally, type (viii) includes the strongly grammaticalized particle uses of (’t) schijnt 
and scheints. As a particle, (typically Belgian) Dutch (’t) schijnt is syntactically and 
prosodically integrated in the clause, in contrast to its parenthetical ‘counterpart’ 
(zo) schijnt het. This also holds for German scheints, which arose via a different 
grammaticalization path than its Belgian Dutch counterpart and has not acquired the 
same degree of formal grammaticalization as Dutch (’t) schijnt. Other differences 
between particle and parenthetical use have been described by Van Bogaert & Colleman 
(2013) and Van Bogaert & Leuschner (2015).

2.3.2 Different preferences: state of the art and some open questions

In spite of the common constructional inventory, previous analyses have shown that 
Dutch schijnen differs from its German counterpart with respect to its preference for 
particular construction types. In fact, at least four differences have been described so 
far. First, the copular use is found to be much more popular in German (20.7% of all 
scheinen occurrences in Vliegen’s (2011a) sample are copular) than in Dutch (copular 
constructions account for only 6.1% of all occurrences of schijnen, Vliegen 2011a, 
239f.). A second difference pertains to the frequency and form of the complement 
construction. According to Vliegen (2011a, 239f.), the infinitival construction is the 
one with the highest frequency in both German and Dutch. Complement constructions 
are infrequent in Vliegen’s data, especially in German (0.7%), but also in Dutch (3.8%). 
However, in Van Bogaert & Colleman’s (2013) corpus study based on spoken Belgian 
Dutch, the complement construction accounts for 33.8% of all occurrences of schijnen, 
and even tops the infinitival construction in terms of frequency (Van Bogaert & Colleman 
2013, 493). So, at least in Belgian colloquial Dutch, the complement construction is 
a much more important construction type than the one in German. It remains to be 
seen, then, to what extent the complement construction occurs in spoken Netherlandic 
Dutch, on the one hand, and written Belgian Dutch, on the other. Note also that German 
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complement constructions can be introduced by ‘comparative’ als ob ‘as if’’ and by 
zero, two options that are ruled out in present-day Dutch. A third difference pertains to 
the particle use of (’t) schijnt and scheints, whereby the latter has not only arisen via 
a different developmental path, but is also considerably less grammaticalized than its 
Belgian Dutch counterpart (Van Bogaert & Leuschner 2015, 113). Finally, attention has 
been drawn to the fact that German scheinen licenses uses with a dative experiencer in 
almost every constructional pattern, whereas this option is severely restricted for Dutch 
schijnen (Vliegen 2011a, 240). All these differences clearly point to a higher degree of 
formal grammaticalization of Dutch schijnen as compared to its German counterpart: 
Dutch schijnen generally evokes a wide-scope reading pertaining to a proposition, 
hardly allows the presence of a dative argument (with an experiencer role) and is more 
strongly grammaticalized in its particle use as well. To what extent regional differences, 
register and mode influence these general constructional preferences will be discussed 
in the following sections.

3 Resources and methods

The empirical basis of this contrastive analysis is made up of a number of corpora. One 
of the general problems I faced was to find more or less comparable language material 
for both written and spoken (Belgian and Netherlandic) Dutch and German, with a focus 
on standard language.

For Dutch, the CONDIV-corpus (for the written part of this study) and the Corpus of 
Spoken Dutch (Corpus Gesproken Nederlands or CGN) were used. The CONDIV-
corpus is an electronically available 47 million word corpus that has the advantage that 
it incorporates both Belgian and Netherlandic Dutch material to a more or less equal 
extent.7  The register ranges from very informal to highly formal written language. For the 
purpose of the present study, I only included the newspaper material (which is published 
in 1998). It should be noted that this part of the corpus is somewhat unbalanced given 
that the Belgian newspaper corpus (12 796 556 words) contains almost three times as 
many words as the Dutch part (4 791 281). One of the major drawbacks of the CONDIV 
corpus is the fact that it is not lemmatized, so that I had to search for the individual word 
forms of schijnen: 1st person present tense singular schijn, 2nd and 3rd person singular 
present tense schijnt, plural present tense and infinitive schijnen, singular and plural past 
tense forms scheen and schenen and the past participle geschenen. For the Netherlandic 
Dutch part, 146 forms of schijnen could be collected (frequency ratio: 30.4 per million 
words), whereas the Belgian Dutch part contained 292 forms of schijnen (frequency 
ratio: 22.7 per million words). 

7  For more information on the CONDIV-corpus, see Grondelaers et al. 2000.
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The Corpus of Spoken Dutch (CGN) consists of about nine million words collected 
between 1998 and 2004 and comprises a Belgian (CGN-VL) and a Netherlandic Dutch 
(CGN-NL) component. The corpus is regionally unbalanced since the Belgian Dutch 
data account for only about a third of the data.8 The corpus is lemmatised, so that it 
can easily be searched for all occurrences of schijnen in general, i.e. in all tenses and 
person forms. In absolute terms, schijnen occurred 502 times in the Netherlandic Dutch 
part of the CGN and 399 times in the Belgian Dutch part. The relative frequency of 
Dutch schijnen is therefore clearly higher in spoken (with values between 88 per million 
words for Netherlandic Dutch and 122 per million words for Belgian Dutch) than in 
written language. For this study, I only included occurrences of schijnen in the a and d 
components of the CGN, consisting of spontaneous (and hence informal) face-to-face 
interaction (component a) and telephone dialogues (component d), yielding 236 usable 
instances for Netherlandic Dutch schijnen and 186 instances for Belgian Dutch schijnen. 
A number of unclear occurrences and repetitions were manually omitted. 

For the German written part of this study, I made use of three different corpora: the 
ZEIT-corpus provided by the DWDS (Digitales Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache, 
see www.dwds.de) (as a representative of a high quality national newspaper) and two 
regional newspapers, the (Northern German) Hamburger Morgenpost (HMP) and the 
(Southern German) Nürnberger Zeitung (NZ), both part of the Deutsches Referenzkorpus 
(DeReKo) provided by the Institut für deutsche Sprache. For all three newspapers, 
only recent material published in 2013 was collected.9 For every subcorpus 75 random 
occurrences of scheinen (again in all tense and person forms) were taken into account. 

Finally, finding comparable corpora for informal spoken German proved not to be easy. 
The Datenbank für gesprochenes Deutsch (DGD) provides a number of online corpora 
of spoken German, most of which are either older than the Dutch material (dating from 
the 1960s or 1970s, like the König-corpus or the Dialogstrukturencorpus) or contain 
rather specific language varieties (highly colloquial, dialectal etc.). For this reason, I 
only made use of the FOLK-corpus (Forschungs- und Lehrkorpus für gesprochenes 
Deutsch) containing spoken material recorded between 2005 and 2012. This corpus, 
however, yielded only 25 usable instances of scheinen. I added all instances of scheinen 
(in all mood, person and tense forms) from the Korpus Gesprochene Sprache on the 
DWDS-website (www.dwds.de), the majority of which stem from the famous German 
television talk show ‘Literarisches Quartett’ which was broadcast between 1988 and 

8  The Belgian part contains 3261628 words, the Netherlandic Dutch part 5654644 words; 
see http://lands.let.ru.nl/cgn/doc_Dutch/topics/version_1.0/overview.htm).

9  As such, a 15 year time-lap between the Dutch written material and the German written 
material exists, but I take the material to reflect present-time usage.
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2001. The majority of the German spoken data is therefore considerably less informal 
than the Dutch spoken data.

To summarize, table 1 provides an overview of the various corpora and the number 
of instances that were taken into account for the analysis (the first number between 
brackets). 

WRITTEN SPOKEN
Belgian Dutch
CONDIV, newspapers 
only

(292) 185
schijn/schijnt/schijnen
scheen/schenen
geschenen

Belgian Dutch
CGN-VL,
comp-a/comp-d

(186) 173
schijnen (lemma)

Netherlandic Dutch 
CONDIV, newspapers 
only

(146) 103
schijnt/schijnen/schijn
scheen/schenen
geschenen

Netherlandic Dutch
CGN-NL
comp-a/comp-d

(236) 197
schijnen (lemma)

German
Zeit (Z); Hamburger 
Morgenpost (HMP); 
Nürnberger Zeitung 
(NZ)

(225)  211
scheinen (lemma)

German
Folk (DGD)
Korpus Gesprochene 
Sprache (DWDS)

(221)  216
schijnen (lemma)

Total number (663)  499 (644)  586

Table 1. Overview of the Belgian Dutch, Netherlandic Dutch and German corpora

However, as I was not interested in the main verb uses of schijnen and scheinen, these 
were manually omitted as well. The figures in bold face refer to the actual number of 
tokens that were analysed in detail.

For each instance, the syntactic pattern the verb appeared in was analysed as well as its 
meaning. The results of the syntactic and semantic analysis will be presented in section 4.

4 Findings

Table 2 gives an overview of the distribution of the different constructional patterns 
the verbs occur in. Patterns occurring over 15% are highlighted. It is immediately clear 
that considerable differences exist between German and Dutch: whereas the copula 
construction is a dominant construction type in the two German samples (with frequency 
values over 30%), it is much more peripheral in the Dutch samples, especially in the 
spoken ones. 
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GER
written

GER 
spoken

NDUT
written

NDUT
spoken

BDUT
written

BDUT
spoken

abs % abs % abs % abs % abs % abs %
copula 69 32.7% 66 30.6% 7 6.8% 1 0.5% 16 8.6% 4 2.3%
inf= 
to be

21 9.6% 71 32.9% 29 28.2% 93 47.2% 18 9.7% 14 8.1%

inf 104 49.3% 50 23.1% 52 50.5% 62 31.5% 107 57.8% 11 6.4%
comp 11 5.2% 21 9.7% 9 8.7% 25 12.7% 12 6.5% 71 41%

adv/
paren

6 2.8% 8 3.7% 6 5.8% 2 1% 32 17.3% 42 24.3%

particle 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 7.1% 0 0 31 17.9%
tokens 211 216 103 197 185 173

Table 2: Distribution of construction types of scheinen and schijnen

Table 2 also brings out the relevance of distinguishing between written and spoken 
language, on the one hand and between different varieties of Dutch, on the other. With 
respect to the former distinction, the distributional differences between the Belgian Dutch 
written sample and the spoken one are most striking: the infinitival construction is the 
most frequent construction type in the written Belgian Dutch sample (57.8%), but is quite 
marginal in the spoken one (6.5%), the opposite applies to the complement construction, 
which is peripheral in the written Belgian Dutch sample (6.5%), but appears to be the most 
frequent construction type in the spoken Belgian Dutch one (41%). By the same token, 
the frequency of the complement construction and the particle use of schijnt is clearly 
higher in the spoken Netherlandic Dutch sample (12.7% and 7.1% respectively) than in 
the written one (8.7% and 0% respectively). With respect to differences between the two 
Dutch varieties as such, the table shows that Belgian and Netherlandic Dutch clearly 
differ from one another regarding the presence of parenthetical/adverbial constructions, 
which are found clearly more often in Belgian Dutch (written: 17.3%; spoken: 24.3%) 
than in Netherlandic Dutch (written: 5.8%, spoken: 1%). 

Table 2 also points to something else: the distributional differences between the to-INF-
construction and the INF=to be construction do not seem to be systematic. So, although 
German scheinen is still frequently used as a copula, it does not combine more often 
with INF=to be (i.e. as a so-called compound-copula) than with another infinitive, at 
least not in the written German sample. And mutatis mutandis, whereas Dutch schijnen 
hardly occurs as a copula, it is the INF=to be which is the most frequent construction 
type in the spoken Netherlandic Dutch sample. It thus seems reasonable to conflate both 
infinitival construction types into one construction, i.e. scheinen/schijnen + to-INF, 
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which brings out the general dominance of the infinitival construction even more (again, 
with the exception of the Belgian Dutch spoken sample). This is done in figure 1, which 
visualizes the distributional patterns of table 2.

Fig. 1: Distribution of construction types of scheinen and schijnen (slightly simplified)

The presence of a dative experiencer in the different construction types provides another 
distinguishing feature: it is extremely marginal in Dutch (being entirely absent in the 
spoken samples, the only three occurrences are found in the Belgian Dutch written 
sample), marginal in written German (4 out of 211 cases), but is found in about 60% of 
the occurrences in the spoken German sample (128 out of 216). Figure 2 captures the 
distribution of the dative experiencer in the various construction types in the spoken 
German sample. With the exception of scheinen + zu-INF, every constructional pattern 
prefers to combine with a dative experiencer.

Fig. 2: The presence of the dative experiencer in the spoken German data (absolute 
numbers)
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As was noted earlier, uses of scheinen with a dative experiencer are not classified as 
evidential, but mainly function as hedges or stance markers, typically used when speakers 
express their personal opinion, as in (24), in which scheinen occurs in a parenthetical 
construction, and (25), where scheinen is the matrix verb in a complement construction 
with the complementizer als ‘as if’ (see also examples 8, 20 and 21 above, all taken from 
the spoken German corpus).

(24)  Nein,  Herr  Reich-Ranicki, ich  habe  diesen  Text 
 no Mr R-R I have.prs.1sg this text

 irgendwie anders  gelesen,  scheint  mir. 
 somehow differently read.ptcp seem.prs.3sg to.me
‘No, Mr. Reich-Ranicki, it seems to me that I have read this text somehow 
differently’  (DWDS-LQ-1995) 

(25)  mir  scheint  jetzt  die  ganze  zeit  so  als   würde  ihnen 
 to.me seem.prs.3sg now the whole time such as if  would to.you

 das leubner  saupe  modell vollkommen  einleuchten  
 the leubner  saupe  model completely be evident.inf

‘To me it seems all the time as if the Leubner-Saupe-model were completely clear 
to you’ (FOLK E 00033 SE 01 T 01)

In the following subsections, I will address each construction type in somewhat more 
detail.

4.1 Scheinen/schijnen as a copula

Figure 3 visualizes the relative distribution of the copula construction in the different 
samples. 

Fig. 3: Relative (%) distribution of the copula construction in German and (NL/B) Dutch
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The copular use of scheinen is quite frequent in both spoken and written German. 
In Dutch, on the other hand, copular use of schijnen is still possible, but is clearly 
on the decline. This is also evidenced by the fact that copular use in Dutch occurs 
somewhat more often in the written sample – which is traditionally regarded as more 
conservative – than in the spoken one. The verb lijken ‘be similar to, seem’ seems to 
have taken over the copula function (Vliegen 2011a, 241).

(26)  maar  de  nieuwste  methode  schijnt  beloftevol,  ik 
 but the newest method seem.prs.3sg promising I

 verwacht  er  véél  van 
 expect it a lot  of
‘But the newest method seems promising, I expect a lot of it’ (CONDIV-VL)

When used without an experiencer, the copular use of scheinen/schijnen can often be 
argued to be inferential, i.e. the verb can be interpreted as semantically scoping over a 
proposition that has been inferred by the speaker.

(27)  Es  scheint  eingetreten,  wovor  die  Kritiker  gewarnt 
 it seem.prs.3sg occur.ptcp what.for the critics warn.ptcp

 haben:  Moderne  Medizintechnik  wird  für  den  Traum 
 have.inf modern medical technics pass for the dream

 <…> vom  Wunschkind  missbraucht. 
 of.the ideal child misuse.ptcp

‘The thing critics have warned about seems to have occurred: Modern medical 
techniques are being misused to realize the dream of the ideal child’ (NUN13/
JAN.00256)

Especially in past tense uses,10however, copular scheinen easily invites non-factive  
readings, as in the following example: although it seemed certain that the president was 
going to be voted out of office, he eventually wasn’t.

(28)  Die  Abwahl  des  konservativen  Präsidenten  schien  so
  the voting out of.the conservative president seem.pst.3sg so

  sicher.
  certain.

‘The voting out of office of the conservative president seemed so certain’
(ZEIT, ONLINE 2009/26/iran-familien_dwdsddc.xml)

10  Note that about 23% (i.e. 16 out of 68 occurrences) of all copular uses of scheinen are 
in the past tense.
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It should also be noted that in a clear majority of the copular uses in the spoken German 
corpus (51/66), a dative experiencer was present, in which case the copula construction 
cannot be classified as evidential either.

4.2 scheinen/schijnen +to-INF

As visualized in figure 4, the infinitival construction is the central construction type in every 
sample, with the exception of the Belgian Dutch spoken sample, in which the complement 
construction is the most frequent one. Note that the values for to-INF in Netherlandic 
Dutch are overall clearly higher (about 78%) than in German (between 52 and 59%). 

Fig. 4: Relative (%) distribution of the to-INF construction in German and (NL/B) Dutch

Semantically, one can distinguish between German and Dutch as German scheinen in the 
to-INF construction generally expresses inferential evidentiality, whereas Dutch schijnen 
in the to-INF construction can express both inferential and reportive evidentiality. In 
most cases, these uses can be kept apart, as the context makes clear that the speaker 
either draws an inference herself or refers to a reportive source. Figure 5 shows that 
the reportive reading is the most frequent one in the spoken samples (S-NLDUT and 
S-BDUT); in the written samples (W-NLDUT and W-BDUT), on the other hand, the 

Fig. 5: Reportive vs. inferential meaning in the to-INF construction in NL/B Dutch
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inferential reading of schijnen is still more prominent. This ties in with the expectation 
that written language is more conservative so that the later reportive meanings of schijnen 
prevail in spoken language.

Examples (29) and (30) illustrate inferential uses of Dutch schijnen. In (29), schijnen is 
used in a weather forecast, whereas in (30), the speaker infers something on the basis of 
the parties’ election programmes.

(29)  aan  het  eind  van  de  week  schijnt  de 
 at the end of the week seem.prs.3sg the

 neerslagneiging  wat te  willen  afnemen. 
  chance of precipitation somewhat to want.inf decrease
 ‘By the end of this week the chance of precipitation seems to decrease somewhat’

(CONDIV-VL) 

(30)  Overigens  moet  gezegd  worden  dat,  te  oordelen 
 otherwise must say.ptcp pass comp to judge

 naar sommige  verkiezingsprogramma’s  van  nu,  de  partijen 
 to some election programmes of now the parties

 niet  veel  van  de  laatste 25  jaar  geleerd  schijnen 
 not much of the last 25 years learn.ptcp seem.prs.3pl

 te  hebben 
 to have.inf

 ‘Apart from that it must be said that judging by some of the election programmes, 
the political parties do not seem to have learned a lot out of the last 25 years’ 
(CONDIV-NL)

In examples (31) and (32), schijnen indicates hearsay. In (31), the speaker has probably 
been informed that the lost package has been sent to Arnhem (it would be strange to 
infer concrete information like this), whereas in the most natural interpretation of (32), 
the speaker must have read or heard that two-headed pigs sometimes stay alive – against 
all odds.

(31)  Inmiddels  heeft  de  postale  recherche  verklaard  dat 
 meanwhile has the postal inspection state.ptcp that.comp

 het  pakket  nooit  bij  de  drukker  is  aangeboden.  
 the package never at the printer pass offer.ptcp

 De Vries:  “Het  pakje  schijnt  in  plaats  van  naar 
 De Vries the package seem.prs.3sg in place of to
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 Rotterdam  richting  Arnhem  gestuurd  te  zijn.” 
 Rotterdam direction Arnhem send.ptcp to be.inf

‘In the meantime the postal inspection has stated that the package has never been 
offered to the printer’s. De Vries: ‘The package seems (i.e. so I’ve  heard/read) to 
have been sent to Arnhem instead of Rotterdam’’ (CONDIV-NL)

(32)  Het  schijnt  vaker  voor  te  vallen,  maar  Rudy, 
 it seem.prs.3sg more.often for to occur but Rudy

 het  tweehoofdig  zwijntje <…>  leeft  en  blijft  leven  –  wat 
 the two-headed piglet lives and keeps live.inf  rel

 hoogst  ongebruikelijk  is. 
 highly uncommon is
‘It seems (i.e. I’ve heard/read) to occur more than once, but Rudy, the two-headed 
piglet is alive and stays alive, which is highly unusual’ (CONDIV-VL)

4.3 scheinen/schijnen as matrix verb in a complement construction

The complement construction comes in three variants: introduced by the ‘factive’ 
complementizer dat/dass ‘that’, by the comparative complementizer als (ob) ‘as if’ 
or by zero. Figure 6 gives an overview of the relative distribution of the complement 
construction in the respective samples.

Complementation by means of dat is the most frequent constructional pattern in the 
Belgian Dutch spoken sample, in which it accounts for 41% of all occurrences. In 
general, the complement construction seems to be more typical of spoken than of written 
language: also in the Netherlandic Dutch and the German samples, the complement 
construction is found somewhat more often in the spoken (NLDUT 12.7%, GER 9.7%) 
than in the written samples (8.7%, GER 5.2%). 

Fig. 6: Relative (%) distribution of the complement construction in German and (NL/B) 
Dutch
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Semantically, the Dutch complement occurrences (both in Netherlandic11 and in Belgian 
Dutch) can be categorized as expressing reportive evidentiality. Examples are (33), (34) 
and (35) below. 

(33)  ’t  schijnt  dat  gij  vroeger  zeilde? 
 it seem.prs.3sg that.comp you formerly sail.pst.2sg

‘It seems [i.e. I heard] that you used to sail?’ (CGN-VL)

(34)  ’t  schijnt  dat daar  in  Vietnam   bijna  elk 
 it seem.prs.3sg that.comp there in V.  almost every

 huis een  winkeltje  heeft. 
 house a shop  has
‘It seems that in Vietnam almost every house has a shop’ [the context makes clear 
that the speaker has heard this] (CGN-NL)

(35)  Er  is  niemand  te  zien,  er  ligt  geen  bootje  op 
 there is nobody to see.inf there lies no boat on

 het  water,  er  staat  geen  visser  aan  de  kant  […]. 
 the water there stands no fisher man on the side

 Het  schijnt dat  er  dode  krokodillen  op  de  bodem, 
 it  seem.prs.3sg comp there dead crododiles on the bottom

 liggen  of  lijken  van  monsters  misschien  zelfs  van  mensen. 
 lie or corpses of monsters perhaps even of people

 ‘Nobody can be seen, there is no boat on the water, no fisher man on the side. It 
seems [i.e. It is said that] there are dead crocodiles lying on the bottom or corpses 
of monsters, perhaps even of people’ (CONDIV-NL)

A completely different picture emerges when we look at instances of the German 
complement construction. Apart from the fact that the pattern is considerably less 
frequent than in Dutch (German 32/427 (= 7.5%) vs. Dutch 117/656 (17.8%) and allows 
different complementizers (9 dass; 14 als (ob); 9 zero), the complement construction 
typically invites either an impression or make-believe reading (not only in combination 
with als (ob), but also with dass) or is used as a hedge in utterances expressing the 
speaker’s personal opinion (in the latter case, typically in combination with a dative 
experiencer). Examples for make-believe readings are given in (36) and (37), the hedge 

11  Only in the Netherlandic Dutch spoken sample there seems to be a small number of 
instances that invite an inferential or indifferent reading.
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function is illustrated in (38) and (39), in which the speaker expresses some kind of 
disagreement with what has been previously said.

(36)  Lange  schien  es,  als  ob  der  große   Showdown 
 a long time seem.pst.3sg it as if the big  showdown

 mit  seinem Astana-Rivalen  Armstrong  ausbliebe. 
 with his Astana-competitor A. fail.to.occur.subj.pst.3sg

‘For a long time it seemed as if the big showdown with his Astana competitor 
Armstrong was not going to happen’ [the context makes clear that the showdown 
eventually occurred] (NUZ09/JUL.03860)

(37)  Vor  Gericht  schien  es  so,  dass  er  Demjanjuk    
 before court seem.pst.3sg it such comp he D.

 auf den  Bildern <…> sofort  erkannt hatte.  Die 
 on the pictures immediately recognize.ptcp had. The

 Notizen im  Müll  dagegen  bewiesen,  dass die Aussage
 notes in.the trash by contrast proved that the statement

 manipuliert  war.  
 manipulated was
‘In court it looked as if he immediately recognized Demjanjuk on the pictures. 
The notes in the trash on the other hand proved that the statement had been 
manipulated’ (Zeit/2009/28/DOS-Demjanjuk_dwdsddc.xml)

(38)  <…> aber  mir  scheint  dass  es  in  dem  Buch 
 but to.me seem.prs.3sg comp it in the book

 eigentlich  doch  um  etwas  anderes  geht. 
 actually however about something else goes  
‘But to me it seems [i.e. I think] that the book is actually dealing with something 
else’ (DWDS-LQ-1995-LOEF)

(39)  Mir  scheint,  das  packt  nicht  den  ganzen Heinrich Böll.
 to.me seem.prs.3sg that captures not the full HB
 ‘To me it seems (i.e. I think) that that doesn’t capture the full Heinrich Böll.’
 (DWDS-LQ-1992-LOEF)

Note that zero complementation (example 39) only occurs in the spoken sample and that 
8 out of 9 zero complementation cases combine with a dative experiencer (as in 39). By 
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the same token, 7 out of 8 dass occurrences in the spoken sample combine with a dative 
experiencer as well, again typically hedging the speaker’s opinion.

Still, there are some instances in which the speaker does not so much compare a state of 
affairs to something else, but actually infers that a particular proposition holds, i.e. clearly 
refers to something in reality. In the following occurrence (introduced by comparative 
als) it can be argued that the speaker actually infers that the USA are less considerate 
with respect to financial criminals than Germany given the fact that Bernie Madoff was 
sentenced to 150 years of prison.

(40)  Es  scheint,  als  ginge  man  in  den  USA 
 it seem.prs.3sg as.if go.subj.pst.3sg one in the USA

 weniger rücksichtsvoll  mit <…>  Kapitalverbrechern um.  Der 
 less considerate with financial criminals about the

 Finanzjongleur Bernard Madoff  wurde  vergangene  Woche 
 financial wizard BM was.pass last week

 zu beeindruckenden  150  Jahren Gefängnis  verurteilt. 
 to impressive 150 years prison sentence.ptcp

 ‘It seems as if people in the USA are less considerate towards financial criminals. 
The financial wizard Bernie Madoff was sentenced to an impressive 150 years of 
prison last week’ (ZEIT 2009/29/Argument-Banker_dwdsddc.xml)

A similar example involving dass-complementation was given in (16) above. It remains 
to be seen, however, whether and to what extent evidential (inferential) interpretations of 
scheinen in complement constructions become productive in German.

4.4 scheinen/schijnen in adverbial and parenthetical constructions

Adverbial and parenthetical construction types with scheinen/schijnen come in different 
forms including Dutch naar het schijnt and (zo) schijnt het, schijnt ’t and German wie es 
scheint, will es scheinen, scheint mir, so scheint/schien es (mir) and wie mir scheint. They 
are infrequent in German and Netherlandic Dutch, but are often used in Belgian Dutch, 
occurring both in the written and spoken sample, as the following figure 7 makes clear.

In fact, it is the naar het schijnt construction that is responsible for the remarkable 
presence of this construction type in the Belgian Dutch sample: naar het schijnt accounts 
for about 90% of all instances that were classified as either adverbial or parenthetical 
(66/74). Belgian Dutch naar het schijnt ‘as it seems’ has evidential reportive meaning. 
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Fig. 7: Relative (%) distribution of adverbial/parenthetical constructions in German and 
(NL/B) Dutch

Note that in example (42), the reportive source hij zegt ‘he says’ is mentioned in the 
preceding context.

(41)  ʼt  was  naar  ʼt  schijnt  keigoed   ja. 
  it was as it seem.prs.3sg superb yes 
  ‘It was superb it seemed (i.e. so I have heard/read)’ (CGN-VL)

(42)  en  hij  zegt  ja  naar  ʼt  schijnt  moeten 
  and he says yes as it seem.prs.3sg must.prs.3pl

  Christel  en  Bruno  werken  in  hunnen  hof. 
  Christel and Bruno work.inf in their garden
 ‘And he says yes it seems (i.e. so I have heard) that Christel and Bruno have to 

work in their garden’ (CGN-VL)

An interesting observation pertains to the fact that Belgian Dutch naar het schijnt 
exclusively occurs in the present tense, which signals a high degree of idiomatization 
and fixation. By contrast, we find one past tense form among the five Netherlandic Dutch 
cases. Moreover, it is not clear whether Netherlandic Dutch naar het schijnt always has 
reportive meaning (in contrast to the Belgian Dutch cases that are all clearly reportive). 
The German counterpart wie es scheint occurs only twice, in both cases without 
reportive meaning (in example 43, wie es scheint seems to evoke an only-appearance 
interpretation).

(43)  Wie  es  scheint,  wird  ein  Ernst Jünger  aus 
        as it seem.prs.3sg become.prs.3sg an EJ out of 

     dem  Hemingway.  Das  war  er  nicht.
     the Hemingway. that was he not

‘It might look as if Hemingway turns into someone like Ernst Jünger. But he 
wasn’t like that.’ (DWDS-LQ-1989-JB)
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I will not go into the other representatives of the adverbial/parenthetical category, as the 
number of instances is low. Suffice it to say that the majority of the German parenthetical 
instances combines with a dative experiencer and as such can be interpreted as hedges 
(see example (21) above). 

4.5 The particle use of (‘t) schijnt/scheints

The particle use is only found in the Belgian and (to a lesser extent) Netherlandic Dutch 
spoken samples. As this use has already been extensively discussed in the literature (see 
Van Bogaert & Colleman 2013; Van Bogaert & Leuschner 2015), I will not treat it in 
great detail here. Suffice it to say that the Belgian Dutch particle (’t) schijnt is a hearsay 
evidential with a high degree of formal grammaticalization. Van Bogaert & Colleman 
(2013) assume that it has arisen out of the impersonal complement construction het 
schijnt (dat) ‘it seems’. The particle most often occurs with its original subject het ‘it’ 
(always reduced to ’t), but occurrences without clitical ’t are found as well. As was shown 
by Van Bogaert & Colleman, (’t) schijnt can occur in clause-final (44), medial (45) and 
even initial (46) position.

(44)  En  uhm  Ellen  die  heeft  nen  tijd  in  ’t  ziekenhuis 
 and uhm Ellen she has a time in the hospital

 gelegen  ’t  schijnt.  Dat  heeft  Wouter <…> gezegd 
 lie.ptcp it seem.prs.3sg that has W.  say.ptcp

 ‘and uhm Ellen was in hospital for a long time, I’ve heard. Wouter told me that’ 
(CGN-VL)

(45)  dus  vijftig  procent <…>  schijnt  is  daar   werkloos. 
  so fifty percent seem.prs.3sg is there unemployed
  ‘So fifty percent are unemployed  there, I’ve heard’ (CGN-VL)

(46)  ’t  schijnt  sterven  daar  talen  af 
  it  seem.prs.3sg die.prs.3pl there languages off
  ‘I’m told that languages are dying out there’ (CGN-VL)

The Netherlandic Dutch particle schijnt, on the other hand, has acquired a lesser 
degree of grammaticalization. This is evidenced, among other things, by the fact that 
it is considerably less frequent than its Belgian Dutch counterpart and can still occur in 
the past tense form, as in example (47). In fact, Van Bogaert & Colleman (2013) treat 
Netherlandic Dutch schijnt as a reduced form of parenthetical (zo) schijnt het rather than 
as a genuine particle, as it still mainly occurs in clause-final position. The fact that schijnt 
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has arisen out of the parenthetical construction (zo) schijnt het also explains why schijnt 
always occurs without clitical ʼt.

(47)  was  heel  leuk  scheen hè?  dat  zei
 was  very fun seem.pst.3sg  he?  that said

 iemand toen
 someone at the time 
‘It was said to be much fun, wasn’t it, someone said that then’ (CGN-NL)

(48)  maar  hij  gaat  misschien  niet  door  want  ze 
 but he goes perhaps not through as they

 mogen ʼt  niet  meer  in  ʼt  Loo  doen  schijnt. 
 may it not anymore in the Loo do.inf seem.prs.3sg

‘but perhaps it won’t take place because they are no longer allowed to do it in the 
Loo palace, it seems [i.e. I’ve heard/read]’ (CGN-NL)

With respect to the German particle scheints Van Bogaert & Leuschner (2015, 115) argue 
that it is strongly associated with a particular register and genre: “southern, especially 
Austrian/Swiss, lowbrow journalese”. It can express both inference and hearsay (Van 
Bogaert & Leuschner 2015, 111); as such, it seems to be one of the only uses of German 
scheinen compatible with a hearsay reading.

5 Conclusions

First of all, this paper has not only confirmed the differences with respect to the 
global constructional preferences that have been described for German scheinen and 
Dutch schijnen (section 2.3.2), but has also shown that the actual distribution of the 
constructional patterns is to some extent dependent on register and mode (i.e. the 
distinction writing vs. speech), on the one hand, and regional variation, on the other. 
Copular use of scheinen, for instance, is indeed much more prevalent in German than 
in Dutch, but copular uses are found to occur in written Dutch still considerably more 
often than in spoken Dutch (see fig. 3). Regional variation, on the other hand, does 
not crucially affect the distribution of the copular use of schijnen in Dutch. Another 
example: the occurrence of German scheinen with a dative experiencer is a typical 
feature of spoken German, whereas it hardly occurs in the written corpus (see fig. 2). 
This is only natural, given that the combination of self-reference (mir ‘to me’, the most 
frequent representative of the dative experiencer) and a seem-type verb lends itself very 
well to the expression of personal opinion, hedging, stance and the like, processes that 
are typical of spoken language. Or a third example: the distributional prevalence of the 
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complement construction het schijnt dat ‘it seems that’ is a feature of Belgian spoken 
Dutch, i.e. it is dependent on both register and regional variation. This distribution is not 
repeated in the Belgian written sample nor in the Netherlandic Dutch spoken sample, in 
both of which the to-INF is the most frequent pattern (see table 2). A fourth example: 
the distribution of reportive vs. inferential readings in the Dutch to-INF construction is 
clearly dependent on the distinction speech vs. writing, as reportive readings are found 
to occur much more often in the spoken than in the (more conservative) written Dutch 
samples (see fig. 5). And finally, the adverbial naar het schijnt construction appears to be 
a regional Belgian Dutch feature, as it hardly occurs in the Netherlandic Dutch samples 
(see fig. 7). 

A second issue concerns the possible functional motivation of these distributional 
differences. I would like to argue that it is no coincidence that in Belgian spoken Dutch 
(which is the variant in which schijnen acquires its highest frequency ratio, see section 
3), schijnen ‘prefers’ to occur in typical wide-scope syntactic environments (complement 
het schijnt dat, adverbial naar het schijnt, particle (’t) schijnt), as these perfectly match 
the verb’s development into a wide-scope hearsay evidential.  In Netherlandic Dutch, 
schijnen mainly functions as an evidential that can have either inferential or reportive 
meaning, depending on the context. Typically reportive construction types (adverbial 
naar het schijnt, the complement construction het schijnt dat, the particle schijnt) occur, 
but with a much lower frequency than in Belgian Dutch. In German, then, scheinen 
can be considered an inferential evidential in only some of its uses. Wide-scope 
construction types (complement constructions, parenthetical constructions) are clearly 
more marginal in German than in Dutch. By contrast, non-evidential combinations with 
a dative experiencer (scheint mir), copular uses and non-factive/impression uses occur 
considerably more often than in Dutch.  On the basis of these observations, a cline could 
be sketched whereby German scheinen is the least grammaticalized evidential, whereas 
(spoken) Belgian Dutch schijnen can be argued to have grammaticalized into a genuine 
hearsay evidential. Netherlandic Dutch schijnen, then, is somewhat in the middle. 

A final question concerns the underlying reason for these differences in speed of 
development: why does Belgian Dutch schijnen stick out that much? It could be 
hypothesized that the presence of a dedicated reportive modal sollen in present-day 
German (Diewald 1999, 225ff.) renders the development of an alternative reportive 
marker scheinen somewhat superfluous. The Dutch reportive marker zou, on the other 
hand, is found to be used more frequently in Netherlandic Dutch than in Belgian Dutch 
(Timothy Colleman, pc), thus blocking to some extent the full development of the 
reportive function of schijnen in Netherlandic Dutch. It could further be hypothesised 
that language contact plays a role, in that Belgian Dutch is more strongly influenced by 
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French (which has a reportive ‘seem’ marker in the form of the complement construction 
il parait que ‘it seems that’, see Thuillier 2004, 30) than Netherlandic Dutch. The 
remarkable dominance of the reportive complement construction het schijnt dat in 
spoken Belgian Dutch could thus be due to the influence of French. By the same token, 
Van Bogaert & Leuschner (2015) found most reportive uses of the German particle 
scheints in colloquial Southern German including Switzerland and Austria, which 
again – at least in the case of Switzerland – points to language contact with French as 
a possible explaining factor for the reportive use. More research, however, would be 
necessary in order to come up with a fully satisfying answer to this question. 
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